Improve clinical
outcomes and
control treatment
costs with PrismRA

TM

The first-of-its-kind test that identifies non-response to
anti-TNF therapies in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients.
Anti-TNF therapies such as Humira®, Enbrel® and Remicade® comprise the largest
selling drug class in the world. These drugs are prescribed more than 90% of the
time as first line treatment, and yet only 30% of RA patients taking these drugs
achieve meaningful clinical change. Scipher Medicine has collaborated with US
payers and physicians to identify and best address this issue. With PrismRATM,
the company will give rheumatologists a stratification tool and scientific rationale
to select the best treatment option for RA patients.
PrismRATM is a molecular signature test that identifies non-responders to anti-TNF
therapies prior to treatment initiation. This allows rheumatologists to avoid
prescribing medications that won’t work for their patients.

PrismRA will change the way RA is treated
TM

Resulting in improved patient outcomes and lowered healthcare spend.

IMPROVED PATIENT OUTCOMES

More patients
respond to therapy

Avoid wasting time
trying multiple drugs

PrismRA increases the number
of responders by 40%1

Reduce potential disease
progression caused by delay
in effective treatment2

TM

Gain access
Patients who will not respond to
anti-TNFs can gain access to
alternative therapies faster3

LOWERED HEALTHCARE SPEND

Stop paying for drugs
that don’t work

Better outcomes yield
lowered healthcare spend

Reduce spend on ineffective
drugs by 30%*

Non-responders have twice the
number of joint replacement surgeries,
ED visits and inpatient hospitalizations
in first year of treatment4

Reduce overall spend
Save payers $8,000-$12,000
per patient per year*

About Scipher Medicine
Scipher Medicine holds the fundamental belief that patients deserve simple answers to their
treatment options using scientifically backed data. With artificial intelligence and its proprietary
molecular technology platform, Scipher Medicine develops innovate diagnostic tests that predict
which drug will work from day one and use the data from these tests to develop more effective
therapies to improve patient outcomes.
For more information on how PrismRATM can help your health plan, please contact Jerry Conway,
SVP of Market Access at 908-902-1916 or jerry.conway@sciphermedicine.com.
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